Outer- and inner-valence satellites of carbon dioxide: electron momentum spectroscopy compared with symmetry-adapted-cluster configuration interaction general-R calculations.
The extensive study of outer- and inner-valence satellites of carbon dioxide by electron momentum spectroscopy is reported. The experiments have been performed using a high-sensitivity electron momentum spectrometer employing non-coplanar symmetric geometry at impact energy of about 1200 eV. Binding energy spectrum up to 50 eV, above the first double ionization threshold (~37.3 eV), is presented. Four main peaks and twelve satellites have been identified including four embedded in the double ionization continuum, among which the two beyond 42 eV are observed for the first time. High accuracy symmetry-adapted-cluster configuration interaction general-R calculation with aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets has also been performed and the result is in line with the experimental ionization spectrum except the relative intensities for some of the satellites in inner-valence region. The experimental momentum profiles for both the main ionization transitions and satellites have been obtained and compared with theoretical calculations by HF and B3LYP methods with 6-311++G∗ and aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets. Through comparison, the detailed assignments of the satellite bands have been achieved and the pole strengths for the relevant shake-up transitions are determined experimentally for the first time.